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Section A

Answer all questions in the spaces provided.

Which one of these functions is decreasing for all real values of x?

Circle your answer.

[1 mark]

f (x) : s' f (x) : -e1-" f (x):

Which one of the following equations has no real solutions?

Tick (/) one box.

[1 mark]

cotx:0

lnx:0

lx+11:6

S€Cx: 0

n
T
n

L-
Strrr 3(

c>

f (x) : -,e'-1

Do not write
outside the

box
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Do not write
outside the

box

Find the coefficient of x2 inthe binomial expansion ot (z*- )t
[3 marks]
Itc o(z*-)t(- -\- * ac, cz*J

.F ?c,6z-*-\6C-*)-

Le-rr*t b-aa 2-c. \=c- +\=

: q-8j8q- tJ

c-=FF;""","f .,f -f .i - +ssst

Turn over for the next question

Turn over )
ililililllililil]03 Jun201735712
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4 Using small angle approximations, show that for small, non-zero, values of .r

xtan 5x
cosay - ,| =;

where A is a constant to be determined.

[4 marks]

-sr.,nna.tL azr-{> €o<a @ e Q

<-Je q- rJs Srf o- 2-
:

A'a.Z

[os* -'--- ry-.:--

nL

cc,sG X I -=:

Do not write
outside the

boY
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Turn over for the next question

DO NOT WRITE THIS PAGE
ANSWER IN THE ACES PROVIDED

Do not write
outside the

box

ililililil]illlll05

Turn over )
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Use integration by substitution to show that

fu .*r/l* * td": qll
J-i - 12

Fully justify your answer.

[a€ {,^ =

[6 marks]

[.^.#t r€:6 , L{:2s

q-t
:

/
fJ X (lul

2-<

Do not write
outside the

box

illlililililffillll06 Jun201735712



Turn over for the next question
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The line L has equation

5y + 12x:298

6 (a)

A circle, C, has centre (7, 9)

L is a tangent to C.

Find the coordinates of the point of intersection of L and C.

Fully justify your answer.

[5 marks]

L {.*-:" - t2-:* -*2ol 3

-* - qro.d.'e-.b -t fq<;L.*s FR3r^
(--,l 

, 
q\ ,- s ft- o.* p..rp--.,a,'.r.t

-c\ : + (". --
2-, lo 8 : S.x- 3s

S .'Iv<- G) ar.d @ -s.",.,..*\-t-o.,eo*.1

<\ rt
* 12.-4 -l-S:s- i> --a3

e 3S-l O
2S-;xr --36S

4

G +-fz-J \ 69sc : 32r\
c(' -- \n

+ -t?-:.r + 4Z

Fad.'e",^t

\ * :3 I : rrzr(sq->q, )

-

,r z-(_=-q) = SC.r-r\

Do not write
outside the

box

llllilllillllilllll 
A qnd a \"ttrs=eb .#

08
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Find the equation of C.6 (b)

L 
",,,' ,-.-(rrr-t)'

Turn over for the next question

Do not write
outside the

box
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Turn over )
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a and b are two positive irrational numbers.

The sum of a and b is rational.

The product of a and b is rational.

Caroline is trying to prove I.I nrational.

Here is her proof:

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

11 2t_

A- b- a+b

2 is rational and a + b is non-zero and rational.

Therefore 2, i, rational.a+b

1 1.
Hence 

A+ E 
i" rational.

7 (a) (i) ldentify Caroline's mistake.

(*" | - ,t 1-r F t -- . -3-l: 
[1 mark]

\ t=p :!_ G h =-- cr-!>

nob
2

7 (a) (ii) Write down a correct version of the proof.

lr .-1-- Ou:E:F:
[2 marks]

[-l- r€i
oLkJ.

Nur"-.errot r ( s:'.*"-, .". F a .v.o't k'\ .'rr ltcgl-t.=trq-\

Dert crar.',nqbn c. k i s p^Jc-.b^e,t crzrst n o,n ZsJTr

Ca.{rona,t d &.-0ed, b.-r (a. r-*rt"*j

h\ "a..--\

Do not write
outside the

box
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7 (b)
Do not write
outside the

boxProve by contradiction that the difference of any rational number and any irrational
number is irrational.

[4 marks]

- A -S .s=t t-rr.t;q* * L^ cS- u. -€ d . f{ *r €,./'r {-,q-

t-L*La *€it*"-l *. ,*.**-L.*L ^*" Lr* -?;

-

*r.Ct ,---.l -ffr:ki.onca-ta a-,,^- *-;.*- 5. -

e;r/-€- r-rt r*rJ cl"-\

d 'r} .=^d t;t

u S l-cruLtcr46rl- ;,

lti

f-<-O-/-c-t q=Lt\-a

-- _t\_

*:-c*, * !: *:* s-- .5\

!t l;>It

--- cr-cL=.'?.=_ i -: r:cLr *-"t-',
t_ *tr') L,,L

.t
{}^_ *-r\'Lg-qq_.r

t'r ''&"e* q L.rgj*e"-.. C\ ft=-f\...rci
y'l.r".rtSgr *.^"{. ,r

1l^
r"f,f-rLr'4>q-,* u*S

lllilillllililil]
11

Turn over )
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There are no questions printed on this page

DO NOT WRITE THIS PAGE
ANSWER IN ACES PROVIDED

Do not write
outside lhe

box
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The curve defined by the parametric equations

x: t2 and y:11 - J, <t < t/-Z

is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1

I (a) Find a Cartesian equation of the curve in the form y2 : f (x)

[2 marks]
. it-

C<- : -.b - .^ :- 2t-
$r.- *- br

Jq-
Zt- 2-r1'Y-'(r\ T---\-

Do not write
outside the

box

ilililililililil]13

Turn over )

Jun201735712
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Do not write
outside the

box8 (b) The point A lies on the curve where /: c

The tangent to the curve at A is at an angle 0 to a line through A parallel to the
x-axis.

The point B has coordinates (1, 0)

The line AB is at an angle @ to the x-axis.

I (b) (i) By considering the gradient of the curve, show that

z-

[3 marks]

tqn @:L--
c\

ilililtilillllll14
<:t^esge- i"r o<-

cr{- (a

Jun201735712



Do not wite
outside the

box

8 (b) (ii) Find tan @ in terms of a.

8 (b) (iii) Show that tan 20 : lan 6

t - *a^ g -lio- e
4;o,".G+be^G

-1".---. -F l-

?-)<a

-.- t=o-. +

ililililfl]]illl]15

Turn over )
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Do not write
outside the

baxA cylinder is to be cut out of the circular face of a solid hemisphere.

The cylinder and the hemisphere have the same axis of symmetry.

The cylinder has height h and the hemisphere has a radius of R.

e (a) Show that the volume, V, of the cylinder is given by

V:nR2h-nh3

te-b (. c.drq-s o-i- C:.,1..'^d e-

[3 marks]

:=- t

| --'-2

\i" = $T* ( ft^-* l-J) V.
rra.t :t S

*i:- l< 4 *-TF,r

lflillllillilllil16

"tC^S C€-cau''-r'€-d.
t

Jun201735712
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Do not write
outside the

boxe (b) Find the maximum volume of the cylinder in terms of R.

Fully justifu your answer.

4'V

61v
ty\ €&rY V ol-Lc*yr-t- 

"o 
he*,. r"d tt

(1

trL,* 1 -L-

73\--_

5 -? r-F*' .- : lr-- {L- x 3- .__r=- >* 5 '-_- {I .t3
a -2_Ja

a ,/l

"A

\

c-\zr,' =_ - (T,->. iI <* C

c,\ l'i't { 3
I

C { n{r f\}d.L 4-\'i-;rr&-\- Vctis-.{-44 q

[7 marks]

Turn over for Section B

1ilffillilllllil]

Turn over )

Jun20173571217
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10

Section B

Answer all questions in the spaces provided

A vehicle is driven at a constant speed of 12ms-1 along a straight horizontal road.

Only one of the statements below is correct.

ldentify the correct statement.

Tick (/) one box.

[1 mark]

The vehicle is accelerating

The vehicle's driving force exceeds the total force resisting its motion

The resultant force acting on the vehicle is zero

The resultant force acting on the vehicle is dependent on its mass

','l

Tr
V
[]

4-
/6\

A number of forces act on a particle such that tlyr{esultant force 
't ( _a ) 

*
/ -.1

one of the forces acting on the particle 
'. 

( 1) * -/ Af-u/___-/ +Z
Calculate the total of the other forces acting on the particle'

Circle your answer.
[1 mark]

(-;-) -(li) -(-'r) - (;)-

Do not write
outside the

box

lflffilll]llilllll18 Jun201735712
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12 A particle, P, is moving with constant velocity 8i --14 
\ )<_q_

A second particle, Q, is moving with constant velocity ai + Oi V rZ

Q travels in a direction which is parallel to the motion of P.

Finda. E x - 
tt-
ta-

Circle your answer.

[1 mark]

(-;) -5 5 6
\/

Turn over for the next question

Do not write
outside the

box

Turn over )

Jun20ft35712
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13 A uniform rod, AB, has length 7 metres and mass 4 kilograms.

The rod rests on a single fixed pivot point, C, where AC :2 metres.

A particle of weight I{z newtons is fixed at A, as shown in the diagram.

7m

2m LLra

13 (a)

The system is in equilibrium with the rod resting horizontally.

Find W, giving your answer in terms of g.

[2 marks]

'fl-r (c) e w= t":s*LF:L
*v\.i = 'S>< 1. .1

13 (b) Explain how you have used the fact that the rod is uniform in part (a).

[1 mark]

o*-*" k-re- *f' *l ot':s is' *L- ttx"

Do not write
outside the

box

ililililllililil11]20 Jun201735712
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Do not write
outside the

box14 At time / seconds a particle, P, has position vector r metres, with respect to a fixed

origin, such that

r: (t3 - 5P)i + (u - P)i

14 (al Find the exact speed of P when I : 2
[4 marks]

, j **.-+--(\
v\

t l'l r rCy'.. l-1-er-q'7rtt att-rc{

t, 8 z^* /
\,r .-4,F- F ,/u

- "1t_
-1_

G

3x(
-:._

*- l{j:x."?.-

x

14 (b)

o-ot "- .F .a\* -<lnl: ---= +ti?-"-. " 
- I

Bella claims that the magnitude of acceleration of P will never be zero.

Determine whether Bella's claim is correct.

Fully justifu your answer.
[3 marks]

3 e** {c: t-\

2-

"').\q

Sv-rCu.',q.5 J;r'-r,*- 'r J1 4:-- lC' t: c.,'=--- of ,*

s"s \-+i >'2"

r ?- -. -.2
-t() t-L*2-,

-z-e;e

ililililllililil]

C€rf-e-c.l \ 
rr--*-t t- Turn over )

:L..-sj.-e- *,r t+"-e o *'o-1'e'fcxf\-c"r
]y'\{a n,.{d"/ :::rq- 'Z-xatb Jun20l7357l221 fv\g]*3vl

rr i

t'r"*3r L -



15 A particle is moving in a straight line with velocity vms*1 at time / seconds as shown
by the graph below.

v

200

180

160

140

120

100

80

60

40

20

0 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 B0 90100 t

15 (a) Use the trapezium rule with four strips to estimate the distance travelled by the
particle during the time period 20 < t < 100

t lt*o Lf C' I 6 C) 8,\}
[4 marks]

t(3(3

G

L-
CA t- S l-cl^ t< €

t. 3o **C t-

Ftcc

lffiilllllillilllil22 Jun201735712
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15 (b) Over the same time period, the curve can be very closely modelled by a particular
quadratic.

Explain how you could find an alternative estimate using this quadratic'
[1 mark]

\^be-grot* to F t',...d ,d're- c r*-cl.

u,-^c! "r t{^ * a.rr ctc{rcxt- <. b €*r,"'€e,'-"'

\ t r"^.{= 2o o.,,,.d \(} (J

Turn over for the next question

Turn over )

Do not write
outside the

box
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16 Two particles 4 and B are released from rest from different starting points above a
horizontal surface.

A is released from a height of ft metres.

B is released at a time r seconds after A from a height of kh metres, where 0 < k < 1

Both particles land on the surface 5 seconds after A was released.

Assuming any resistance forces may be ignored, prove that

t:5(1 - t/El

Fully justify your

A
answer.

[5 marks]

s:

$ '-d I,r-t.5[.# k

,ra )\!/
S zE h s - .-. b "? €. c\+-t
U : Orvro-l o "r- *- r'- a '8"- ?- s-

cl 3 * __ IZZ -Srzlr
b =. -Ss-

v
(a q.

*$ a L.t* +*$ of*
tzz.Sh.-=s +-t >oq'8 x es-.'b)'

I 22-. S r<

tr"a

Do not write
outside the

box

StH-es

Jun201735712
ililililllilllllll24
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{E -- s b
t:<--sJE

Turn over for the next question

Do not wite
outside the

box
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A ball is projected forward from a fixed point, P, on a horizontal surface with an initial
speed zms-1, at an acute angle 0 above the horizontal.

The ball needs to first land at a point at least d metres away from P.::<) c.**\i *:i-"iE '$-
You may assume the ball may be modelled as a particl" 

"tiiilthat 
air resistance may

be ignored.

Show that

[6 marks]

sinz| > 4-uz

ti

[{*r-r z--o^tql. ",'",st.r=. { -*f
(-l(-if sG.b *.'q i r'

,l ,\ \( i' l t.,fre*

S ?- (f,

= q-1 S,r.-t (3 -1 o- \

nnJ-

r -l--"+--\ Cj.- Lt ----l'- "-
.S -a 1^U- t- -Z-_

-L- x ,c=1

<.

>€ b-
L'

\
3

-=- !i.,S.T *--}

ol- r-,' 91 ;-t€i*
fr-r'#'.*- -={) <:r*

26 Jun201735712
ililtilltillilllll
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Do not write
outside the

boxs'.5 b i,a (e

S irt 2e '=?-9.,'.. G-e<>-S g
/r_

&- :- tr >o sin 2e
3

no\,lr 3c 7.. d

si,.'r Le ?r gE---'

Cxs fraq.^. neo{

Turn over for the next question

Turn over )
ililililililll]il]27 Jun20l73s712
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Block A, of mass 0.2 kg, lies at rest on a rough plane.

The plane is inclined at an angle 0 to the horizontal, such that tune : fi
A light inextensible string is attached to A and runs parallel to the line of greatest
slope until it passes over a smooth fixed pulley at the top of the slope.

The other end of this string is attached to particle 8, of mass 2 kg, which is held at
rest so that the string is taut, as shown in the diagram below.

5 irr,+i = J.*
?\'

t:,.5 tlL = ?"3
g.K*

i: ,././

/1
{,<-

/l^v " -':\i-, 6B

') LP

18 (a)
c",. 2 n

B is released from rest so that it begins to movb vertically downwards with an

acceleration of #gms-2
Show that the coefficient of friction between A and the surface of the inclined plane
is 0.17

-./\,) 1 t \ i{<- \ \t' -t-<3- K
[8 marks]

\,1 //

2a

5q- 3) 2>-
6 a.=-

ri€
1q

Zrcg *t--"1 xt.F * '2 .<r
G LS

"--4) or"11L\ * [ -4=-*,
i

\{3/-}f,* ,4

x :r\-3
6 "-s*

=:.c-z ."1 €'T** (:

2.-s:i ..<a* <:.2><*r-&-x a": * tr .'? >q. ---<i . F

s:: 2-

ililililll]llllllll28 Jun201735712
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cr - 3lcf e1 "-a*

\ - &F r,(

''<-.*l -,r to o liqrr g

i/ -l f*' ' IL^ur-".fu

Do not write
outside the

box

Turn over )

Jun201735712
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18 (b) ln this question use g: 9.81ms-2

When A reaches a speed of 0.5ms-1 the string breaks. T*:c

18 (b) (i) Find the distance travelled by A after the string breaks until first coming to rest.

\) {a: o -e->*R.Ii,,"- gt-:
{* E"F jg*zi\j

= Cj-"3-C'ttE+- rU

-S i-z'r S

L/ - t-z(3!q ELf :(}_-zxt &,* ?;
C) -"e

[4 marks]

.S
')
q

-=- t;) .5 *^. rf * '
'-:: r-I ""1 J.-'

=_ 
.# -T- '

,- --L- --LI I f).5,U

)e -- ri " T +--{-7 ? ?-.

,S' -: C) . (3 Z-&*l 5-C rna.
.- ^\S =- <l -c,.z_ElE r,.-,. a 3{-F

-

18 (b) (ii) State an assumption that could affect the validity of your answer to part (b)(i).
[1 mark]

\' Il V.*l CL - r- iJi--S . s L ?r<-t-

<>-f*

ilililllillllilllll30 Jun201735712
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Turn over for the next question

DO NOT WRITE THIS PAGE
ANSWER IN THE PACES PROVIDED
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Do not write
outside the

box19 A particle moves so that its acceleration, affis-2, at time / seconds may be modelled
in terms of its velocity, v m s-1 , as

a: -0.1v2 q,

The initial velocity of the particle is 4 m s-1

By first forming a suitable differential equation, show that

:g
d+

19 (a)

20
1t 

- 
_

" - 5+2t

<-(w
[6 marks]

O
crt+-

-j--- a* :- -C'-!
cft

yrz

a- :o-l b -t- c-
t _ <:r" I b 4_ C-v'*

ot- t.:o V: t

Z+.pS :J:_

V =- 39.= *.s fe-<1r.,.t*'l^.<4

2- Ei:5

}: t *- {;-

lilillllilllilllil32 Jun20l735712
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1e (b) Find the acceleration of the particle when /: 5.5

2a
=_ :_ \ " 2_S rrr S-

END OF QUESTIONS

[2 marks]

:. - ct" rSdZS

Do not write
outside lhe

box
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